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ABSTRACT

03

Over one third of most human lives and therefore one third of human geographies are 
spent asleep. Yet sleep is still associated as an unprioritised necessity, despite playing a 
direct role in how full, energetic and successful the other two-thirds of our lives can be.  It 
seems that we have not evolved fast enough to keep pace with our present technological 
world. We can and do cheat on the amount of sleep we have, to accommodate the 
technological and societal demands. The symbolism and measurement of time no longer 
operates as it used to, instead within the age of technology, clocks indeed rule and map 
our lives. They inform us what to do, when to start, and when to stop. The spatial structure 
and physical design of our cities plays an inevitable role in composing these struggles, 
‘everyday’ metropolitan life is one of increasing pace, dominated by temporalities and 
regularities. Most of our time is composed of a well sophisticated pattern of routine and 
rhythm, a constant reflection of urbanisation prioritising the waking, conscious moments. 
Moments that are colonising the night, extending the day and shortening the timeframes 
for sleep and social rest. Human beings have broken many links with the natural world, 
but the artificial masking of time, between day and night is one of consequence. 

This thesis brings to the attention that sleep should not be considered merely a passing 
state that is a ‘nice to have’, but an essential need that is vital to our lives and society. This 
‘unproductive’ perception of lost time is in fact a period of interaction, an active state that 
is constantly embedding, archiving, and consolidating, day after day. 

This paper promotes an inherent link between architecture and encapsulating the 
unconscious, emphasising how the role of language and creation can externalise and 
contextualise a subject that causes so much concern. It will present the impacts and 
relationships with fantasies and how these are reformulated and constructed from 
conscious choices that exist within every form of architecture. More specifically it will 
explore how the ‘right’ to sleep should be incorporated and be reflected within the design 
process and buildings of today. 
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1 Rasch B, Born J. About Sleep’s Role in Memory. Physiological Rev [Internet]. 2020 [cited 7 April 2020];93(2):681-766. Available from: https://www.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3768102/

Sleep  - ’a periodically recurring state of inactivity, characterised by a loss of consciousness 
and reduced responsiveness to external stimuli’ 1 

Over one third of most human lives and therefore one third of human geographies are 
spent asleep. This accounts for up to twenty-five to thirty years in an ‘unconscious’ state.  
No other human activity takes up such a distinguishable and arguably forgotten period. 
Sleep tends to be considered as a time of quiescence and tranquillity, a period where 
relatively little happens, a perceptual hole in time. It is far from ‘unproductive’ and plays 
a direct role in how full, energetic and successful the other two-thirds of our lives can be. 

This paper is an exploration into sleep. More precisely, how this state or activity is 
accommodated and ordered within an ever-changing built environment, a modern society 
that appears to never rest yet consistently demand. Through investigating and adopting 
the manifestation that sleep itself is not being given shared priority with the conscious 
and waking world, it will outline the impacts of urban rhythms and routines that have 
begun to structure the ‘everyday’ timelines that are considered a normality. Writings will 
focus and highlight what appears rather obvious connotations of ‘day’ and ‘night’ or ‘light’ 
and ‘dark’, and begin to challenge whether these engrained cycles and timeframes that 
are educated from childhood, do indeed symbolise and reflect as evolution intended. This 
thesis will aim to understand if the operations of cities and urbanisation are a dynamic 
system of control and what happens during periods of vulnerability, when metropolitan 
life is required to adapt within moments of crisis. Key theoretical undertakings and 
psychoanalysis will be used throughout to interpret and understand the foundations of 
human behaviours and methods of existence in relation to the city, the archive and by 
default the unconscious. These Influential philosophers will include Henri Lefebvre, Pierre 
Bourdieu, Karl Marx and Jacques Derrida, to engage with the struggles and disruptions 
of time, and the ‘right’ of reclaiming not only the city, but the borrowed time taken to 
finance the 24/7 society. 

In order to understand and promote the awareness of sleep, the body of this thesis will 
highlight the benefits and significance of this unconscious process, questioning why sleep 
is a state that is being taken for granted in the first place. They will sharpen focus on 
the acknowledgement and recognition towards sleep and therefore the unconscious as 
serving a fundamental role in which architecture is designed, perceived and disseminated 
to both the immediate discourse of architecture and the wider audience. Finally, it will 
review how the unconscious can be represented within architectural design, defining key 
productions such as language, fantasy and creation to contextualise a subject that at first 
glance appears impossible to externalise.

INTRODUCTION
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We live in an era when ideals of human rights have moved centre stage both ethically and 
politically. A lot of political energy is put into articulating, promoting and protecting their 
significance in the construction of a better world. Sleeping forms an essential ingredient 
for healthy human existence and wellbeing. After all it is a biological imperative. It is not 
negotiable. The deprivation of Sleep to a person is an infringement of their ‘right’ to live in 
a healthy environment. Any degree of sleepiness resulted by or disturbances or disruption 
will directly impair our physiology and psychology. Should sleep therefore be considered a 
human right?

Under Indian Constitution, Article 21 guarantees the right to life and personal liberty to all 
persons, it is not merely the physical act of breathing, it has a much wider meaning that 
is fundament to our very existence. Therein the citizens have a right to live peacefully, a 
right to livelihood, a right to health, a right to leisure, a right to pollution and importantly, 
a right to sleep. All of which are necessary ingredients in life to make it meaningful, 
complete and worth living2. It is the only article of the constitution that contains the 
widest possible interpretation. In Britain, the Human Rights Act 1998 sets out the 
fundamental rights and freedoms that everyone in the UK is entitled to, from birth until 
death. They apply regardless of your nationality, religion or life choices. Within Protocol 
1, Article 1, every natural or legal person has the right to the peaceful enjoyment of their 
possessions and property3. It could be argued this already silently incorporates our right 
to sleep.  Although not conditioned in the official act, awareness from a public company 
called ‘Eve Sleep’ are challenging government laws. In August 2019 they launched a 
calling for sleep to be recognised as a human right on par with Article 2: Right to life4. 
Their manifestation highlights the importance and reliability of a society driven by sleep, 
recognising the existing sleep deprivation epidemic and diluting the association as a ‘nice 
to have’, over an essential need. 

As with all other rights, this right is subject to protection by Law. It can be infringed by the 
interference of noise for example, one of which is recognised as a form of pollutant and 
‘statutory nuisance’ covered under the government legal restrictions and Environmental 
Protection Act 19905. For a noise to be classified and count as a ‘statutory nuisance; it 
must be either ‘unreasonably and substantially interfere with the use or enjoyment of a 
home’ or ‘injure health’6. Both situations that share a damaging relationship with sleep 
deprivation. However this does not necessary infer this is absolute, just as every person 
in this universe is separate in their identity (just as each person has different habits on 
how to get to sleep), what is a melancholy rhyme for one may be a disaster for another. 
No one can claim a right to create noise in their own premises that would travel beyond 
their precincts and cause nuisance to others, yet within society we still rely on council 
involvement as well as a physical assessment to justify and approve its existence. 

LEGISLATION

2 India L. Right to Sleep and it [Internet]. Legalservicesindia.com. 2020 [cited 11 May 2020]. Available from: http://www.legalservicesindia.com/arti-
cle/1663/Right-to-Sleep-and-it.html
3 Government B. Human Rights Act 1998 [Internet]. Legislation.gov.uk. 2020 [cited 12 May 2020]. Available from: http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukp-
ga/1998/42/schedule/1
4 Sleep E. Fight for your right to sleep | eve sleep [Internet]. Evesleep.co.uk. 2020 [cited 9 May 2020]. Available from: https://www.evesleep.co.uk/why-
eve/right-to-sleep/manifesto.
5  Government B. Statutory nuisances: how councils deal with complaints [Internet]. GOV.UK. 2020 [cited 12 May 2020]. Available from: https://www.gov.
uk/guidance/statutory-nuisances-how-councils-deal-with-complaints
6 Ibid.08
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There are many occasions where the ideal of human rights take a collective turn, as when 
the rights of workers, women, gays and minorities came to the forefront. A legacy of the 
longstanding labour movement is evident through the 1960’s Civil Rights movement, one 
that that had a global resonance on working conditions7. Another form of collective right 
focuses on the emergence of social movements around the world that are now demanding 
such a right, a right to the city. French philosopher and sociologist, Henri Lefebvre 
wrote his seminal essay on The Right to the City, during a period where Paris was being 
reanimated through post modernity and mirrored with monopolized commodification on 
the street. This ‘right’ he asserted was a combination of both a ‘cry’ and ‘demand’ during 
urbanization within Paris. The ‘cry’ was a direct response to the existential pain of crisis in 
everyday life in the city, whereas the ‘demand’ was a command to address the crisis and 
create an alternative urban life that is less alienated and more meaningful8. This ‘right’ can 
be transferred to the existing crisis of a society that is pressured and programmed by our 
cities, where urban routines and rhythms directly extend our waking lives, and therefore 
limiting the potential to sleep. 

Urban Sociologist, Robert Park, once wrote ’if the city is the world which man created, it 
is the world in which he is hence forth condemned to live. Thus, indirectly, and without 
any clear sense of the nature of his task, in making the city, man had remade himself’9. 
The question of what kind of city we want cannot consequently be separated from the 
dilemma of what kind of people we want to be, what type of social relations we peruse, 
what values we hold or even what habits and routines we follow. Therefore, the right to 
the city and the resources it provides, is not explicit to an individual or even isolated for 
a group: it is a right to change and reinvent the city more after our hearts desire. To claim 
this ‘right’ to the city, Lefebvre’s concept of heterotopia delineates that this ‘something 
different’ required to reinvent does not necessary arise from a conscious and proposed 
plan, but instead relies on what people do, feel, and come to resonate as meaning to their 
daily lives. Alternatively, this is claiming some form of shaping power over the processes 
of urbanization and social pressures, a decision of choices over the ways in which our 
cities operate and function, are made and remade.  This begins to question how we 
define ‘value’ and what we consider it to be in a culture consumed by commodities and 
capitalism, how much consideration the necessity of sleep is given with in our ‘everyday’ 
lives, and to what extent do cities indeed interfere and prioritise our conscious timelines.

7 Harvey D. Rebel Cities : From the Right to the City to the Urban Revolution. 1st ed. London: Verso; 2013.
8 Ibid.
9 Ibid.

Figure .01: Eve Sleep Campaign Banner 



COMMODITY AND VALUE

A commodity: 

‘Is an object outside us, a thing that by its properties satisfies human wants of some sort or 
another’10 

British theorist Stafford Beer, in Designing Freedom, manifests the amplification of 
inequality in society, the unbiblical concern for how we operate is ‘amplified and made 
obsessional by the pressures to consume’11. After all, the distribution of commodities 
is forever changing by societal pressures. To even suggest that culture has become 
a commodity of some sort is undeniable, despite not being considered an object 
of materialistic possession like ordinary commodities such as shirts or shoes. The 
appreciation and satisfaction of such events, whether these be within the arts, theatre, 
architecture or more localised ways of life set them apart from these traditional 
commodities. While these commodities demonstrate a highly porous boundary there 
are still grounds for their analytic comparison. Following this, what if we consider that 
sleep has become a commodity in itself? It cannot be purchased or traded in its literal 
form, but there are now methods to ensure and increase the time we spend sleeping. It 
is indisputable that if sleep evades us, it causes a degree of dissatisfaction to summarise 
lightly. Fundamentally, there are very few elements that can challenge and disrupt the flow 
of interaction, whilst stopping people ‘getting things done’. In a world that emphasises the 
importance of healthy sleep, there are many distractions conditioned to avoid us getting 
enough, one that predominantly structures the ‘everyday’, working to survive and finance 
the tomorrow – labour.

German philosopher Karl Marx, whose work inspired the foundation of many communist 
regimes in the twentieth century, alongside a relentless criticism of capitalism. In Capital, 
Marx questions the monetary-value of a commodity, where an object’s ‘use-value’ is 
inextricably tied to the physical properties of the commodity, that is the material uses 
the human needs it to fulfil. However, in the exchange of goods on the capitalist market, 
‘value’ should be determined and be measured by the average number of labour hours 
necessary to its production, Marx labelled this the ‘labour theory of value’12. If we 
consider, since value is an expression of socially necessary labour time, the rate of surplus 
value is conclusively a ratio of times, firstly the time that the worker works to produce the 
value of their labour-power in comparison to the time that the worker works unpaid13. 
Within the rate of exploitation, the task of the capitalist is therefore focused on maximising 
not only the duration of labour power but also the length of the working-day. Marx calls 
attention to the inauguration of the 8-hour day movement made by the National Labor 
Union in 1866, which directly gave birth to ‘May Day’ as we know it, an origin of which is 
indissolubly bound up with the struggle of the shorter workday. 

10 Marx K. Capital. 1st ed. Moscow: Progress Publishers; 1887.11 Ibid.
12 Beer S. Designing freedom. 2nd ed. Toronto: House of Anansi Press; 1993.
12 Marx K. Capital. 1st ed. Moscow: Progress Publishers; 1887.
13 Booth A. Marx’s Capital: Chapters 9-11 - Exploitation and the Working Day [Internet]. Socialist Appeal. 2014 [cited 3 May 2020]. Available from: https://
www.socialist.net/marx-s-capital-chapters-9-11-exploitation-and-the-working-day.htm
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Marx insisted the result of which is a deterioration of the workforce by default, robbing 
it of its moral and physical conditions. The working day is not a fixed and consistent 
timeframe – starting and finishing hours vary – but there is a maximum limit that cannot 
be prolonged beyond a certain point. This limit is conditioned by these two listed 
conditions. Firstly, by the physical bounds, after it is impossible for the working-day to be 
longer than the twenty-four hours of the natural day. This force can only work from day to 
day, in agreeance with a separation of 8 hours, during which the working class must attend 
and maintain their physical and mental state. One must rest and sleep, alongside allowing 
time to satisfy other essential needs, to feed, to wash. Besides these physical limitations, 
the force needs time for satisfying intellectual and social wants, conditioned by the state 
of social advancement. Due to these variations, the working-day fluctuates within the 
physical and social bounds, varying from 8, 10, 12, 14, to 16 hours14. The length of the 
working day, therefore, ultimately reduces itself to a class struggle. The class struggle, is a 
struggle over time.

Whilst the physical degradation and work-induced illness, that Marx illiterates in the 19th 
century, may be a thing of the past, today we still see proliferation of mental illness, social 
problems and sleep deprivation caused by the pressures to overwork and the struggles 
of time within the daily cycles. The minimum number of hours between working days is 
a protected ‘right’ through government legislation. The Working Time Regulations (1998) 
directive exists to ensure a minimum rest period of eleven hours between working days15, 
despite these limits, exceptions still exist. The extension of the working day that causes 
such a rise in overtime accumulated by workers lies in direct contradiction to the mass 
unemployment existing in society, with capitalism unable to provide jobs. Through the 
growth of giant multinationals, advancing technology and external pressures to compete, 
the coercive laws of competition force a reaction, force a reinvestment, because ultimately 
if one does not reinvest, then surely another will. There is again a drive to break through 
all physical and temporal limits, the timelines which once existed by dawn and dusk, have 
now been replaced by artificial demands. Stores open on a twenty-four seven timeline 
and provide overnight delivery services, the working-day and the ‘flexibility’ of labour has 
become somewhat a guarantee. The following chapter will begin to discuss the extent 
that consumer and capitalist culture alongside the distractions and arrangements of the 
city are having on our routines and rhythms, is the ‘right’ to sleep under threat? 
 

14 Marx K. Capital. 1st ed. Moscow: Progress Publishers; 1887.
15 Government B. The Working Time Regulations 1998 [Internet]. Legislation.gov.uk. 2020 [cited 12 May 2020]. Available from: http://www.legislation.
gov.uk/uksi/1998/1833/contents/made
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It seems that we have not evolved fast enough to keep pace with our present technological 
world. We can and do cheat on the amount of sleep we have to accommodate the 
technological and societal demands. This chapter will begin to highlight the temporalities 
that define the relationships between time, rhythm, repetition, and habitus within 
metropolitan life.

Sleeping is a process regulated by our biological clock but this is not an incongruity, 
our physiology and biochemistry is rhythmic. These range from our heartrate which is 
higher during the day as is our body temperature and blood pressure, we are inherent 
to a clear sleep/wake cycle and our cognitive abilities change rhythmically over a twenty-
four-hour period. Indeed within our ‘waking’ moments almost everything we do shows 
these circadian (circa, meaning around; and dian, meaning day) rhythms. Yet within this 
conscious state we are perceived to decide when we require such fundamental bodily 
activities such as eating, drinking and sleeping. It is only a thin veneer of civilisation 
and the mechanical alarm clock that gives us the pretence of choice - an overriding 
and ‘artificial’ command. Human beings have broken many links and alignments with 
the natural world, electricity turns our nights into days, and central heating turns our 
winters into springs. However, deprived of time cues and this ‘masking’ of our basic 
internal clocks, when left to our natural devices, our bodies would be in control of 
these accessibilities16.  Our rhythms would slowly revert and drift out of these artificial 
patterns towards a programmed regularity, after all, circadian shifts have been wired by 
evolution into human physiology. The onset of night produces neurochemical changes in 
our brains that prepare us for sleep, and sunrise awakens and ignites a state of alertness. 
Although every person displays an unyielding twenty-four-hour pattern, the retrospective 
peaks and troughs are inherently different from one person to the next. We are aware 
of these variances through the terminology and separation of types of people, ‘morning 
larks’ and ‘night owls’17. An adult’s functionality or chronotype is strongly determined 
by genetics. Many will chastise on the erroneous assumption that there is an element of 
choice and behavioural command. Instead ‘night owls’ are bound to a delayed schedule 
by unavoidable DNA hardwiring. It is not a conscious result but rather genetic fate, one 
which is unfavourable and commanded by society to adapt. These natural shifts and 
internal cycles are under pressure when suddenly night and day become irrelevant and 
are pressured to synchronise our body and social clocks.   

The coordinating entity and struggles (as displayed within labour) is with time, a subject 
and essential topic for several sciences. The symbolism and measurement of which 
has evolved over centuries, where clocks have adapted based on subjectivity; once 
were regularly reset to reflect the passing of the solar day and movement of earth on 
its axis, now serve new purposes. In this age of information technology, distances are 
inconsequential, worlds consolidate into one, and time has transcended beyond the range

TIME  AND  TEMPORALITIES

16 Kreitzman L, Foster R. The Rhythms Of Life. 1st ed. London: Profile; 2004.
17 Walker M. Why We Sleep: Unlocking The Power Of Sleep And Dreams. 1st ed. New York: Scribner; 2017.
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of limits. Yet there is another way of observing this technological shift, a way that 
makes us question the interference and distractions with the inborn clocks and the 
rhythms of pressure that dominate today’s society18. Bold narratives now represent the 
commodification of time as a sense of complex starting points; clocks conquer and project 
our lives, they inform us when to sleep, wake, work, play, eat and drink. In our modern 
world, time is the execution and management to tell us what to do. Yet these clocks with 
which we are familiar are unnatural. We instead regulate our time from the energy states 
of an electron in the caesium atom, in the format of hours, minutes and seconds19. We 
now live in a technological world beset with all manner of fabricated timelines.

Lefebvre published Rhythmanalysis, a text in which the topic of repetition is explored 
in detail from a theoretical and philosophical perspective. His explorations start from 
the bodily experience of rhythms (the heartbeat and breath of steps) as basic counter 
measurements and reference systems, to emphasising the integration of rhythms across 
all scales and fields as an interlinked system guiding all areas of life20. If a pattern can 
be vaguely identified to an experience or sequence of events, it suggests not only a 
consistency but a design of repetition, one that usually consists of a higher force or set of 
rules. From the observation of personal activities, or habits as they’re associated, they are 
built on the foundations of approaching a situation and reacting in the same reoccurring 
manner every time. These results are more of a feeling and series of settled tendencies 
rather than of conscious decision.  Instead our behaviours are nested in a string of 
decisions constantly altering by external demands, there appears to be an operational 
compass that guides and directs our individual actions, one that is fixed to a cultural field 
of intertwined conditions. This can be applied to most routines, even if at first, they appear 
to be very personal and adjusted to an individual lifestyle, most are being coordinated and 
mirrored by a whole group, a city, a nation, doing the very same thing, often at the same 
time. Such a large synchronisation is beyond the capabilities of a single person to achieve, 
instead the influences of time, scale, society and culture are vital to how these conditions 
apply. Repetition and patterns are elements of a time-based urban environment, these 
properties are a result of activities that are guided and replicated according to time 
windows. For example the dissection of a typical day, accommodates the synchronised 
morning commute, lunchtime break or evening rush hour. These collective activities are 
experienced and orchestrated by thousands of urban dwellers within a spatial and time 
related phenomenon – or ‘habitus’.

RHYTHMS  AND  ROUTINE

18 Pirani B, Smith T. BBody and Time : Bodily Rhythms and Social Synchronism in the Digital Media Society. 1st ed. Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge 
Scholars Publ.; 2013.
19 Kreitzman L, Foster R. The Rhythms Of Life. 1st ed. London: Profile; 2004.
20 Neuhaus F. Urban Rhythms : Habitus and Emergent Spatio-temporal Dimensions of the City [Ph.D]. Bartlett Factulty of the Built Environment; 2013.
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To evaluate these aspects, the term ‘habitus’ is defined by French philosopher, Pierre 
Bourdieu.  It is used in sociology and anthropology to describe these repetitive patterns of 
activity or habits and anchor them in a wider context21. It focuses on the analogy between 
a single activity and the role the contributions as part of a whole sequence, looking at 
what is happening beyond the individual but the collective. This is adopted for the 
discussion of routinisation and rhythms of everyday activities under the aspect of artificial 
timing, culture, society and space. 

The spatial structure and physical design of our cities plays an inevitable role in 
composing our ‘everyday’ conscious rhythms: routines and mobilities. Its built form 
houses our activities and guides our movements in time and space. The beat of the urban 
environment is mostly visible in conjunction with the transport systems and infrastructure 
of metropolitan life. It often results in the interpretation of a city as a physical machine, 
operating during set hours and distinguishable through pattern, ultimately where 
individuals (people) are ‘parts’, no more than a provision of service that allow cities to 
tick this way. Bourdieu repeatedly underlined the centrality around the true object within 
social science. It is not the individual, instead they exist merely as agents who are socially 
constituted as ‘active’, operating with in the field established by the fact that they possess 
necessary properties to be effective in this field22. The patterns of people’s movements, 
encounters, and rest, recurrently negotiating with natural cycles and architectural 
patterns, merge into expressive bundles of rhythms which give a place its temporal 
distinctiveness. The city can be perceived as a symphony, upon variations where different 
cities are not coherent of a singular tempo, but an assemblage of different beats. After 
all, the face of the entire world is changed and challenged in rhythmic patterns, cycle and 
epicycle23. The interaction of lived time through a multiplicity of rhythms, whether these 
be regular or irregular, hourly, daily, weekly cycles, continue to structure the ‘everyday’ as 
much as linear time.  The ‘everyday’ is very much a temporal term as it conveys the fact of 
repetition. It refers not to the singular or unique but to that which happens consistently24. 
Each day we perform these various urban activities. Most of our time is dedicated to 
living out and following a sophisticated pattern of well-ordered and integrated routine, 
with regular transitions of time-space. For example: the nine-five workplace, the school, 
the nursery, the commute. We consider the commute between these envelopes as a 
fundamental rhythm.  A rhythm to be conquered, rather than enjoyed but the result of

RHYTHMS  AND  THE  CITY

21 Speller, John R. W., Speller, John R. W, Open Book Publishers, Publisher, ProQuest, and ProQuest CSA. Bourdieu and Literature / John R.W. Speller. 
Cambridge: Open Book Publishers, 2011.
22 Brooker E, Alanen L, Mayall B. Childhood with bourdieu 2015. 1st ed. London: Palgrave Macmillan; 2015.
23 Crang M. Rhythms Of The City: Temporalised Space And Motion. Timespace: Geographies Of Temporality. 1st ed. London: Routledge; 2001. p. 187-207.
24 Ibid.
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routinisation stresses the relationship between societal pressures and impacts on 
individual life. Urbanisation has allowed the observation of ‘everyday’ life as uniform and 
repetitive aspects of social existence. The work life balance is the anxiety of the age. Sleep 
is of fundamental importance in delimiting these time-space rhythms and rituals of most 
human beings, yet it is merely considered by the operations that structure the ‘everyday’. 
As a result it is suffering the consequences.      

We are familiar with the city in daytime and have studied it closely, but the colonisation 
of the night is too often forgotten. We briefly discussed the extension of the working day 
in chapter 01, here we will mention and highlight the shifting of timelines away from 
the command of labour. There is a sense that the rhythms structuring urban life have 
extended and shifted and with them, the structure of wider patterns in society. The Latin 
word for night and darkness is ‘nox’, a period for sleep where the sun disappears, yet this 
definition can no longer be associated or used to describe our cities at night. Once a time 
where darkness was symbolized by curfews, or indicated the suspension of all activity 
and the closing of city gates, the night for centuries was considered a time of social 
rest25. Today this neglected space-time is very much a period of desire and opportunity, 
more and more human ‘daytime’ and more importantly ‘waking’ activities are unfolding 
during darkness. There is now life after the day and very much desynchronising lifestyles. 
As displayed through the uses of public street lighting, technologies of policing and 
surveillance, and night-time workers constructing a new domain of work and leisure. 
Our hyper-modern society, characterised by disruptions to the social division of time are 
marked by alternative and emerging rhythms, often seen as disordering the regular times 
of regular folk. The light has gradually taken possession of urban space. Not only are there 
distractions for capital gain, lighting has shifted as a form of embellishment, providing 
convenience and a new willingness to use the city at night. Suddenly our ‘waking lives’ are 
not only a priority, they are being extended, subtracting time from one’s ability to sleep. 

Within Designing Freedom, Beer formulates within a capitalist society is the conceived 
ability to control through management in an organisational complex26. In fact all 
institutions within society are indeed a dynamic system, they consist of related parts, 
relations and connections but from also accommodate the entitlement of necessary 

25 Neuhaus F. Urban Rhythms : Habitus and Emergent Spatio-temporal Dimensions of the City [Ph.D]. Bartlett Factulty of the Built Environment; 2013.
26 Beer S. Designing freedom. 2nd ed. Toronto: House of Anansi Press; 1993.

ALTERATIONS TO URBAN LIFE
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control over each entity. If this theory was adopted in relation to the city, this being a 
mechanism of power where our ‘everyday’ is the product of control and management, 
it cannot be argued that this system is not ‘on the go’.  One that consists of rhythms 
and movements, and indeed requires the principle of adaptability. If this does not allow 
flexibility the system will become unstable. Such phenomena are not blemishes but the 
resulted output of instability. 

There are few cases and scenarios that can radically alter urban life but history teaches 
that the urban environment has been a reflection and shaped by decisive cultural, social 
and technological transformations. Even the direct result of major crises, from the 
Athens plague in 430BC, which drove profound changes in the cities laws and identity, 
to the cholera epidemic in the 19th century that sparked the introduction of modern 
urban sanitation systems27. In contrast to the rise of automation and mass production 
of commodities which led to cities that bleed seamlessly into sprawling suburbs and 
automobiles were placed at the core of the engineered future. In recent years in the age 
of information, digitisation and data have changed the way we navigate cities. But the 
coronavirus (Covid-19) pandemic is the defining global health crisis of our time, one which 
has spread to every continent except Antarctica. In a period where all essentials and social 
interaction has been stripped and removed, where not only cities are unrecognisable and 
deserted, all routines and habitus are now entities of the past. The result of people staying 
indoors by government order has led to the dedensification of the city. Movements and 
rhythms are at unprecedented low levels. Public transport does not mimic routine. The 
office is no longer a place of work, just as the home is no longer a place of leisure. The 
normalities of the ‘everyday’ and waking moments correlate directly with the effects and 
impacts of the urban world, an event that has demonstrated a dynamic and complex 
system that is unstable, and struggling to ‘adapt’. However, one consistency has remained 
untouched. One condition that has adjusted to a volatile demand, one unconscious state 
that if anything is now given priority over anything else. Our sleep. Potentially the results 
of this crisis may outline and highlight new methods of functioning, a change of focus, a 
more flexible world, which allows us to question - should sleep have higher precedence in 
society?

27 Clark G. The Planet of Cities: Thoughts on a pandemic [Internet]. Rics.org. 2020 [cited 1 May 2020]. Available from: https://www.rics.org/uk/wbef/
urbanisation/the-planet-of-cities-thoughts-on-a-pandemic/
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Geographies of Sleep



Particular notions of heritage are used within society to legitimise a national 
consciousness.  Our behaviours and routines are constructed normalities that take a full 
part in the organisation and functioning of society28. Throughout childhood and without 
taking the argument that children are ‘future adults’, it is important to underline that 
this period is crucial to learning norms, rules, laws and where humans theoretically 
become socialised. It is therefore also a vital timeline that we adopt and learn social-
spatial practices, such as boundaries between public and private or conditions of access. 
For instance, a child must learn that night-time is for sleep.  A child must learn that a 
bed is for sleeping (and conditionally must accept the bedroom serves the function. 
Furthermore, from a young age we associate certain timeframes as closures or restrictions 
towards our behaviours. We assume that everyone is operating and following the same 
patterns, a child must learn to not be noisy in the street at night, as they might ‘wake 
the neighbours’29. These may appear as minor concepts that are both obvious and 
conspicuous, but more importantly they make it clear that the right and responsibility to 
sleep is engrained at an early age. The nature of these connotations are rooted from the 
beginning of our behavioural understanding, which alludes to the questioning of why we 
ignore these principles as we age and therefore design. 

Architectural design retains the social-spatial function to prioritise or restrict our 
behaviours whatever they be, signalling the concerted attentiveness to the ways in which 
built spaces are consumed, experienced and imagined. Our built forms can determine 
whether to invite, symbolise, regulate or even inhibit sleep. In every case the design and 
layout gestures, to some degree, an organisation of sleeping whether these are conducive 
or not. For example, a hotel is a place amongst rest, retreat, eroticism and a whole host 
of other sins but coincidentally is formatted around the ‘bed’, where sleep is encouraged. 
Within the home, ‘functionality operates in accordance within a procedure that is 
unequivocal, sequential and nychthemeral’30. Indeed many topologies and traditional 
homes are formatted around the activities of the day, corresponding to slices of time. 
Therefore each of these separations corresponds to a room within the home. Similar to 
the behaviours a child must learn, we associate and assume behavioural conditions: a 
bedroom is a room in which there is a bed; a dining-room is a room in which there is a 
table and chairs; a kitchen is a room in which there is a cooker; a bathroom is a room in 
which there is a shower or bathtub; an entrance hall is a room in which there is a coat 
stand. This categorisation is hardly a caricature, but highlights the circadian rhythms 
coincidentally determining a series of organisation that is all but familiar. It is important to 
understand the impact and functionality of sleep to challenge these preconceptions and 
enforced protocols.

CONSTRUCTED  NORMALITIES

28 Harvey D. Heritage Pasts and Heritage Presents: temporality, meaning and the scope of heritage studies. International Jour-nal of Heritage Studies. 
2001;7(4):319-338.
29 Kraftl P, Horton J. Spaces of every-night life: for geographies of sleep, sleeping and sleepiness. Progress in Human Geography. 2008;32(4):509-524.
30 Perec G. Species Of Spaces And Other Pieces. 3rd ed. London: Penguin Group; 2008.
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A sleep researcher and neuroscientist once said, ‘if sleep does not serve an absolutely 
vital function, it is the biggest mistake the evolutionary process has ever made’31. Yet sleep 
has persisted, the subsequent perseverance through evolution ultimately suggesting its 
benefits to all species, a non-conscious state where we fulfil repressed wishes. We sleep 
for a rich litany of functions, and an abundance of night-time benefits that service our brain 
and bodies, which if we do not get enough results in these functions being detrimentally 
impaired. We accomplish a myriad of undertakings that promote our own wellbeing and 
survival, why would we expect sleep and the 25-35 years on average it takes from our life 
to offer one function only.  Sleep is not an activity where the body and brain are ‘dormant’ 
or ‘static’. Through the advancement of scientific research and explosion of discoveries, 
we have come to realise that it is in fact a very active and important state. Evolution has 
not made a spectacular blunder32. Sleep dispenses a multitude of health assuring benefits. 
It enriches a diversity of functions including our ability to learn, memorise and make 
logical decisions, benevolently serving our physiological health as well as a catalyst for 
several brain functions33. Just as our ‘waking life’ operates through rhythms, our sleeping 
state is no different. There are two core sleep cycles:  rapid eye movement (REM) sleep 
and non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep which has three different stages within (N1, 
N2, N3). Each is linked to specific brain waves and neuronal activity, too much or little 
of these sleep stages can cause dramatic impacts on our waking conditions34. This basic 
structural organisation of sleep composed of ultradian rhythms is referred as our ‘sleep 
architecture’, typically summarised by a chart or graphic (as illustrated in Figure.02) known 
as a hypnogram35. 

AN  ‘ACTIVE’  STATE

WAKE

REM

STAGE 1

STAGE 2

STAGE 3

STAGE 4

Time (h)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

31 Walker M. Why We Sleep: Unlocking The Power Of Sleep And Dreams. 1st ed. New York: Scribner; 2017
32 Ibid.
33 Bringmann H. Sleep-Active Neurons: Conserved Motors of Sleep. Genetics. 2018;208(4):1279-1289.
34 Colten H, Altevogt B. Sleep Disorders and Sleep Deprivation: An Unmet Public Health Problem. Washington, DC: National Academies Press (US); 2006.
35 Lee-Chiong T. Sleep: A Comprehensive Handbook. [Toronto]: John Wiley & Sons; 2005.

Figure .02: Hypnogram of Sleep Architecture. 
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Polysomnography is the study and assessment of sleep that refers to more than one type 
of physiological variable, It is composed of three parameters of measurement: electrical 
activity within the brain (electroencephalography), muscle activity (electromyography) 
and eye movements (polysomnography)36. In an increasingly sleepless society, the support 
from constantly evolving technology provides millions of people the ability to monitor 
and more specifically measure their sleep, more accessible than ever before. The age of 
technology has created various wearable items (including bracelets, smart watches and 
headbands) to collect and analyse the ‘hidden data’ of our unconscious state. Smart 
technology can record sounds, muscle tone movements during sleep, document durations 
within cycles, as well as monitoring our heartrate and respiration. This methodology has 
allowed the activity of sleep to become an archival process that fundamentally records 
the writings of archival material (our sleep cycles), storing the quantitative values and 
allowing the exportation of these data sets for our understanding and use (as illustrated 
within Figure.03). Before discussing the archival nature of our sleep, it is imperative to 
review the history of the archive.

36 A.D.A.M. Polysomnography: MedlinePlus Medical Encyclopedia [Internet]. Medlineplus.gov. 2020 [cited 11 May 2020]. Available from: https://med-
lineplus.gov/ency/article/003932.htm

Figure .03: Exported Sleep Data from Fitbit Device, API Terminal. 
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In Archive Fever, French philosopher Jacques Derrida produced a critical and intense study 
of the archive draw-ing on Freudian psychoanalysis. His notion calls for a rethinking of 
the archive in the light of changes bought by digital communications and types of media 
storage. Derrida returns at length to the writings of Sigmund Freud to analyse in quite 
abstract terms, emphasising the connection between the notion of archives and structures 
of human memory37. Derrida opens with the etymological study of the concept of the 
archive, tracing back to the Greek word arkhe (αρχή) that coordinates two principles: 
one referring to history and nature where things commence, the other embraces a 
nomological principle that refers to the law, where order is given and men command38. 
An archive took place as an event because it could be kept in place, both physically and 
politically. This ‘place’ is more complex that first thought, referring to the building where 
the ‘arkhons’ resided – the ‘arkeion’. The focus of which lies in the close connection that 
was forged between the archive and political power of those who governed it39. 

’The citizens who thus held signified political power were considered to possess the right 
to make or to repre-sent the law ... it is at their home, in that place which is their home 

that official documents are filed ... [they] ensure the physical security of what is deposited 
and ... have the power to interpret the archives.’40  

The consequence of which is that the archive became both a place of commencement and 
of commandment, implicated sequential and jussive actions. The function of the archive 
worked by storing data by placing it un-der control of the archons – or in the words of 
Derrida, ‘guardians’ - within a private space where they dwell permanently, marks the 
institutional passage of public engagement. The exchange between public and private 
spaces remains a subject of contemporary interest, in comparison to Derrida’s description 
of Green times, where public records were housed in locations of privilege only to be 
governed and documented by a select few. Protection became a position of power. The 
opposite is becoming increasingly apparent, the boundary of private lines has eclipsed 
and are now routinely archived in public spac-es. These spaces generally have free and 
unrestricted access, no longer are these guardians considered as a position of power 
and authority, rather than governed by the users in the loosest term. This development 
is fixed to the emergence of internet technologies that not only allow lay users to have 
unprecedented access to what is now public data, but these users now archive and 
document their lives in real time through the click of a button. Our compulsion and desire 
for self-identity and self-image are published through material deposito-ries, or in the 
words of Marx as ‘exchange value’41. Digital platforms such as social media have inherently 
al-lowed anyone to act as ‘miniarchivists’ within society, digital archives have the abilities 
to distribute and store data around the world instantly and effortlessly. Today, information 
technologies are so advanced that digital archiving is possible at any moment, on any 

OUR  INTERNAL  ARCHIVE

37 Mambrol N. Analysis of Derrida’s Archive Fever [Internet]. Literary Theory and Criticism. 2018 [cited 1 May 2020]. Available from: https://literariness.
org/2018/02/19/analysis-of-derridas-archive-fever/
38 Derrida J, Prenowitz E. Archive fever: A Freudian Impression. Chicago: University of Chicago Press; 1996.
39 Ibid.
40 Ibid.
41 Marx K. Capital. 1st ed. Moscow: Progress Publishers; 1887.
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device, by anyone. It appears the physicality of the traditional has been replaced, the 
dynamic has overwritten the static, and instead are open to individual construction, 
maintenance and control. Digital archives are susceptible to invasion, erasure and being 
over written, their fragility and vulnerability is a concern as the development of threats 
advance in parallel42. acquired during our waking lives into a long-term store44. As you 
acquire new experiences, information, and memories, your brain encodes what you 
see, what you hear, what you feel physically, how you feel emo-tionally about it, even 
where you are spatially. All of this information is encoded separately and then catego-
rised together as one joint event - as if it has all been put in one folder. During sleep, 
the hippocampus and ne-ocortex take part in a carefully choreographed dialogue in which 
the hippocampus replays recent events.  The same neurons active during an experience 
become activated again during slow-wave (deep) sleep, and when these neurons fire at 
the same time repeatedly they become more likely to fire together in the future, over and 
over, in a time-compressed manner.  This helps to update the neocortex as to what needs 
to be stored in the long-term45.

The characteristics of an archive are clearly one of power, but as Derrida explains is also 
an example of ‘violence’46. By understanding the format of the ‘exergue’, a convention that 
plays with citation and serves to lay down a law and give the order, archival ‘violence’ 
can be envisioned as no different. An archive has an institutive and conservative function, 
in the sense that it keeps, reserves and saves but in an unconventional fashion, that is 
to propose the act of archiving, ‘posits and conserves the law’47. The convention of 
architecture and therefore buildings by default follow the same trajectory, acting as 
archives, after all they consolidate and demand certain behaviors to abide to. If buildings 
are recognized in this manner and designed by the activity of sleep, then the building itself 
is protecting and storing this action, ultimately determining what is worth remembering. 
For architecture to display and reflect the ‘right’ to sleep through the institutional function 
of the archive, understanding how to externalize a state such as the unconscious is of 
upmost importance. 

42 Zografos S. Architecture and Fire : A Psychoanalytic Approach to Conservation. London: UCL Press; 2019.
43 Rasch B, Born J. About Sleep’s Role in Memory. Physiological Rev [Internet]. 2020 [cited 7 April 2020];93(2):681-766. Available from: https://www.ncbi.

nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3768102/
44 Franklin D, Grossberg S. A neural model of normal and abnormal learning and memory consolidation: adaptively timed conditioning, hippocampus, 
amnesia, neurotrophins, and consciousness. Cognitive, Affective, & Behavioral Neuroscience. 2016;17(1):24-76.
45 Ibid.
46 Derrida J, Prenowitz E. Archive fever: A Freudian Impression. Chicago: University of Chicago Press; 1996.
47 Ibid. 23
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Chapter:
Encapsulating the Unconscious



The science of the unconscious was largely considered to have been established by the 
psychoanalysts Sigmund Freud and Jacques Lacan, the study of the unconscious grew 
beyond the romantic idealist response to the reign of reason in the enlightenment, but 
rather into a science itself48.  It’s concept as it has been established, contributes a great 
deal to human identity, thus it would stand to give reason and contribute a vast amount 
to the architectural world. The problem with placing architecture and the unconscious 
together, inherently lies because the unconscious is not an object and principle of 
representation. It can only be alluded to and indicated, it seems the point of failure is 
within the failure of representation upon itself, something of which architecture depends 
on. We can speak of a subject of consciousness and a subject of unconsciousness, 
where they are not the same, nor is the link between them clear, yet psychoanalysis has 
established that human experience is not limited to consciousness. Important aspects of 
these experiences are affected and influenced by unconscious processes such as; emotion, 
memory, dreams, desires and fantasy49. The unconscious plays a vital contribution to 
our vision, perception, formation of ideas, language creativity, imagination and design 
production, all elements that are involved in the production of architecture.

The unconscious seems to have three private conditions when addressed by the subject, 
it is inaccessible, purposive and externalised. One process of exploring the unconscious 
takes the form of retrospection and remembering, or as we reconsolidate and recognise 
as dreaming. Dreams may be considered as an unintended by product of why we sleep, 
or an epiphenomenon, but this would take the assumption that they serve no function. 
Although there is no convincing explanation for why we dream, Freud strongly disagreed 
with this conclusion. He argued that the dream, a state which is familiar with everyone, 
is the ‘royal road to a knowledge of the unconscious activities of the mind’50, and is the 
fulfilment of a wish composed by repression and a prohibition. Within dreams, we tend to 
make the world a better place and if they don’t, we associate them as nightmares, usually 
as they don’t fulfil these desires. The path and transition from the initial wish to action 
is structured yet complex (as illustrated in figure. 03), where the initial ‘I wish’ or ‘I want’ 
of consciousness lingers on the very thing that is forbidden. Freud insisted that dreams 
shouldn’t be taken at face value, that they are composed of two crucial levels that explain 
why they appear so fragmented. The repressed wishes one desires, and underlying 
thoughts are found within the ‘latent content’ but are enunciated in the disguised 
distortion through displaced image fragments that the subject remembers upon waking, 
or as Freud claimed the ‘manifest content’51. If sleep and dreams are considered a process 
of both memory consolidation and imagination, the output is a spatial representation of 
the unconscious. 

REPRESENTATION  IN  ARCHITECTURE

48 Nikos S. Fantasy, Construction And The Dual Spatiality. In: Hendrix J, Holm L, ed. by. Architecture And The Unconscious. 1st ed. Farnham: : Ashgate 
Publishing Limited; 2020. p. 181-200.
49 Ibid.
50 Freud S, Strachey J, Freud A, Strachey A, Tyson A. The standard edition of the complete psychological works of Sigmund Freud. London: Vintage; 2001.
51 Ibid.
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Figure .04: Spatial Mapping and Representation of Freuds Interpretation of Dreams
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This begins to question how can the language of the unconscious be incorporated and 
represented into architectural discourse? How do architecture and the unconscious begin 
to engage with each other?  

The unconscious is as externalised and inter-subjective as the language of which it is a 
function, in this sense it is similar to architecture, well at least an architecture that can 
be formalised as a system of signs to communicate.  It is one of visual confirmation - 
like our imagination and dreams - a series of elements with a grammar of rules for their 
combination. Architecture is not a language, we do not speak architecture, neither do we 
communicate with it so directly in its literal form because it does not mean or translate 
like words do, but it may be possible that it is structured like a language52. Language 
has a life of its own, it lives and breathes independently of any human subject and is far 
from simply used as a tool. Language, alongside other, brings with it, rules, exceptions, 
expressions and lexicons. Yet both language and architecture share a principle of 
operating independently and at times outside of our control. While we have the feeling 
much of the time of choosing our words, at times they are chosen for us. There might be 
moments when one struggles to express or think of something except in one very specific 
way (that being the only formulation of our language at disposal), and occasionally words 
are blurted out which would not have had the impression of choosing53. Such scenarios 
demonstrate two chains of discourse.  Firstly the chain of spoken words, that is the nature 
of speaking or enunciation, secondly the disposal of unconscious thought, processes 
which occur contemporaneously with the movement of time. 

Architectural design arguably can independently follow the same discourse, being an 
industry rich and dominated by rational discourse and conscious thought. Architecture 
continues to be seen as a sole reflection of only client demands as opposed to an 
intervention within the field of unconscious wishes and desires of its creator, the architect. 
Subjectivity in architectural creation does not arise from disparate elements within the 
psychical. However, many distinct architects do display their subjectivity through structural 
derivative in the building itself54. Architects with such manifestations do not need to sign 
their work other than exhibiting its existence, the likes of Le Corbusier, Mies van der 
Rohe and Gaudi are a few examples whose style corresponds and results in a signifying 
building. Their creations along with many others are recognisable by spatial signifiers that 
represent the subjectivity of the creator, allowing it to be recognisable to its users. This 
is more commonly associated through the identification of architectural style over time, 
characterized by the features that make a building or structure noticeable and historically 
detectable. In order to support this stability, it relies on the theory of repetition - a repeat 
and persistent return of certain signifiers. It could be argued that the unconscious and its 
subject are marked by a coherence, an internal logic that helps predefine and contribute 
to one’s manifestations – or fantasies. 

52 Lacan J, Miller J, Porter D. The seminar of Jacques Lacan. New York: Routledge; 1992.
53 Fink B. The Lacanian Subject : Between Language and Jouissance. 1st ed. Princeton: Princeton University Press; 1995.
54 Nikos S. Fantasy, Construction And The Dual Spatiality. In: Hendrix J, Holm L, ed. by. Architecture And The Unconscious. 1st ed. Farnham: : Ashgate 
Publishing Limited; 2020. p. 181-200.
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In psychoanalysis, fantasy is a scenario that at first sight appears to be nothing but an 
imaginary duplication for the subject of desire. But desire strictly speaking, has no object. 
In its essence, desire is a constant search for something else and there is no object or 
notion of satisfying it, or in other words, extinguishing it55. Fantasy consists of the order of 
images and that of meaning because signifiers work in it.  It is more than a mirror image 
of reflection of the real as there is also a symbolic construction to it. Such constructions 
are therefore integral to psychical reality and a dramatic creation of the mind, where 
fantasy is the ultimate script of the role we play. Lacan emphasised the term ‘fundamental 
fantasy’ as the original formulation of the conscious and un-conscious roaming and acting 
in psychical reality, one which everyone possesses and defines the intrusive thoughts, 
daydreams and wishes. It is a formulation that is not proven or needing proof but is a 
position which is just there; the subject ‘sees the world through the lens of [his/her] 
fundamental fantasy’56. However as soon as the term ‘fantasy’ is deployed and present 
in modern architectural discourse, its concept is not adopted in the same epistemological 
manner. When we think how often it appears whether that is indirectly or sympto-
matically, its analysis becomes invalid as an operational tool concerning architectural 
creation - this void of understanding becomes obvious when it appears as circumlocution.

But what if we stepped back and addressed the principles of creating? Creation always 
entails personal involvement and subjective gestures. It becomes an act of representation 
and evolution of individual signifiers, and translation of crucially a subjective ‘something’ 
into a common code, or language, that is shared with everyone. The specificity of this 
common code determines the art and entire creation; the poet reformulates their 
personal sense into words, the actor takes sanction in his or her performances, the 
photographer captures through the camera and the architect expresses the formation 
of space through the language of construction. Thus suggesting that creation (A) is the 
encounter between the subjects fantasy (fa) formulated in a certain language (lc), one of 
his or her art57. 

A = (fa)lc

‘Architecture = the architect’s fantasy (fa) formulated in the language of construction (lc)

FANTASY AND CREATION

55 Fink B. The Lacanian Subject : Between Language and Jouissance. 1st ed. Princeton: Princeton University Press; 1995
56 Sideris N. Architecture And Psychoanalysis: Fantasy And Construction. 2nd ed. Athens: Editions Futura; 2013..
57 Ibid.
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In the case of architecture, what is the element which defines and drives the specificity of 
the creation?

The language of construction renders possible the conception of the building. In creation, 
the subject has the sense that this world is not sufficiently complete58, destined to 
complement to what is missing, is anticipated. Just as an artist reshapes a world usually 
unliveable or in any form incomplete, they do not complete the world immediately or 
a single transition but is a step towards enhancement. If creation did not improve the 
conditions from the previous state then what justification if (is?) conditioned to interfere; 
defining the subject’s position as the one having to care about the world’s imperfection, 
responding to the world through ‘fantasy’.

To elaborate on the reflections above, a work of architecture is indeed a creation but 
evidently carries distinct qualities which makes it not one that is general. When we 
consider sectors and the projects within (such as schools, office and hotels), we encounter 
and are familiar with recognisable kinds of architectural work or signifiers. These may be 
present due to the style, a specific trend, period or logical sensibilities, either way it is 
something above and beyond what is personal. Despite this, if we indulged further and 
dissected the micro formalities, we can see that every decision entails a ‘choice’. One 
challenged with alternatives and comparisons yet carried out as it can. The ‘choice’ that 
is being made on every decision - if it did not then all projects would become references 
of reproducing the existing - resulting in an act of creation. We must not forget that the 
‘choice’ among available alternatives illustrates that every architectural act is composed 
by personal involvement. These discourses are part of an environment in which the 
architect encounters and is accompanied by ‘the other’, a subject who wants and seeks, 
and ultimately negotiates, or whom we recognise – as the client. To contextualise 
this relationship, what we translate as a given brief, is ultimately a series of claims and 
demands that are considered success criteria yet underlie fantasies of the other. In 
principle the architect is responsible for these discourses using a series of tools, patterns, 
models, operations, codes, summoned with the capabilities to create an underlying 
formula - the language of construction.  The outcome is a built thought, an architectural 
work that represents both sets of fantasies.

58 Fink B. The Lacanian Subject : Between Language and Jouissance. 1st ed. Princeton: Princeton University Press; 1995.
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It is not a foreign concept that sleep plays a fundamental role in our existence. Yet what 
has become clear through this study is that urban and metropolitan life, our cities, are 
reluctant to allow sleep to strive, to be given the priority it deserves. We are surrounded 
by distractions that either extend or reduce our timelines, both principles that are 
enforced in favour of our waking moments. Not only are the rhythms and daily cycles that 
have become a normality now masked by artificial timelines, they are also considered 
to consist of a single participatory, rather than a relationship between the conscious 
and unconscious. Through erosion and distinction, it is undeniable that the meaning 
of night and day has now become irrelevant. After all, darkness does not represent or 
articulate as a period of social rest as it used to. Today we are willing connivers in our own 
sleepiness, in a 24/7 society that does not stop with diversions and invitations to consume 
at any time of day or night. We are reluctant to return to the evolutionary roots that were 
once a system of balance. Instead as centuries pass, we as human beings are becoming 
managed by alternative systems, the transition and transcendence of time, controlled by 
the structures of routines, and untimely unable to avoid consumption. The extension of 
working and everyday life is a result of misplaced value that solely performs for profitable 
gain, a value that fundamentally relies on sleep within an ironic loop. If sleep is limited 
and reduced, so is productivity, and as a result of the inefficacy the capitalist machine and 
society consequently suffers.  

The ‘right’ to sleep is a demand that warrants more acknowledgment, to be implemented 
and protected beyond the existing manifestation and campaign. After all, no right is 
inferior or exterior, higher or lower to its peer and adjacent rights. Throughout this study 
the benefits of sleep have become apparent. They define and project how the other two 
thirds of our lives are experienced. The constant performance of encoding, archiving and 
retrieving are vital functions of memory consolidation, an activity that not only defines 
existence but gives it purpose.

Our desire for commodity will never be disassociated or even reduced, yet architecture 
itself can define and allude to new values in the same way the ‘right’ to the city requires 
a change of action and preservation. Cities should adapt and be designed in such a way 
that protects the right to participate, the same way that architecture and therefore, 
buildings should reflect or respond to the ‘right’ to sleep. Currently buildings of today are 
only accommodating for sleep as an activity, by the direct placement of a bed in a room, 
as if this is the sole function and allusion of limited gain. Architecture has coincidentally 
become only a reflection of these waking rhythms, and by default is neglecting and 
repressing our nocturnal rhythms. However, as we consider architecture a language in its 
own, a process of ‘choice’ and creation, a form that compresses and externalises a series 
of irretrievable desires, dreams and fantasies of both the creator, the user and the other. 

CONCLUSION
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It is one that delivers and provides spatial articulation that encapsulates a balance of 
conscious and unconscious decisions, with the potential to regulate laws and choose 
what is worthy and worth remembering. As architects, the opportunity to materialise and 
preserve this concern is conceivable, to defend and safeguard the human ‘right’ to sleep 
through architecture. In architectural design, everyone uses a secret formula through 
which he designs. The aim is to be able to re-examine it; not to flatter ones narcissistic 
side, but rather to be able to move forward and ‘adapt’. In order for the ‘right’ to sleep to 
be secured within architectural discourse, architects should take and consider sleep as a 
design parameter, a state that finally shares priority and is embedded within the logic and 
law of archiving.  
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